Abstract-We study the use of orthogonal codes as alternative to Bloom filters in content-based routing. In particular we explore the trade-off between centralized solutions using regular orthogonal codes and generating codes locally by hashing. We demonstrate that introduction of subpart orthogonal codes allows distributed operation while leading to shorter key lengths than Bloom filters with the same probability of data localization. We study the performance of sub-part orthogonal codes by both analytical means and in a simulation environment. Results show that the use of sub-part orthogonal codes reduces overhead without sacrificing performance in both tree and grid topologies.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this article we propose a memory efficient and low error content-based routing (CBR) for localizing data stored in a network. In CBR each block of data is represented by a short bit sequence called a key. Each node then maintains a routing table in which entries hold keys of the blocks of data reachable through the given neighbor. The keys should of course be as short as possible and be stored in a compact manner to conserve memory and to reduce communication overhead. The classical approach for generating and storing keys for arbitrary data is the use of Bloom filters (BFs) [1] which use sequences of hash functions to map data blocks into bit sequences of predefined length. This mapping is done by using the outputs of the hash functions to indicate locations of bits to be set to ones, the rest of the bits being zero. The Bloom filter then consists of the logical AND of these sequences. Checking whether a particular data block is a member of the set, the key of that data block is compared to the value of the Bloom filter. If the corresponding bits set to one in the key are also set to one in the filter, membership is assumed. As keys are added to the filter, more and more bits are set to ones, and the probability of false positive increases.
We propose to replace the hash-based key-generation of Bloom filters by binary orthogonal codes (OCs) [2] , which in the case of perfect key-distribution would avoid false positive errors as shown in our technical report [3] . The theory of OCs is well known in other fields of communication [4] . However, although using OCs for CBR is a tempting possibility, one has to analyze the problem of key distribution, since this is a critical part of the method if one wants to make it practically applicable. We first analyze the centralized key distribution model. While this could guarantee orthogonal and unique codes, its drawback is the centralization. Second, we introduce a completely new model based on a class of partially orthogonal codes, called subpart orthogonal codes (SOCs) which open a possibility for distributed algorithms. We compare both models with a centralized and a distributed usage of BFs. We show that the distributed model does not completely eliminate the probability of false positives but decreases it drastically in comparison with BFs. Moreover, when using SOCs, shorter key lengths are sufficient in order to provide the same probability of data localization as BFs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II we discuss the related work for content-based routing using BFs. In Section III we describe the general idea of the CBR. Section IV is the main section which details our centralized model using OCs and the distributed one using SOCs. We proceed in calculating the probability of false positive for SOCs in Section V. Section VI describes the simulation settings, while in Section VII we develop a simulation model allowing us to validate the proposed solutions in more complex networks. As a result, we analyze our model with a tree and grid network topologies. We conclude the discussion in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORK
Hashing has been among the most common ways used to represent data chunks. However, due to the tradeoff between the number of bits used per sequence and the probability of false positives, BFs have received more widespread attention in content-based routing. We briefly highlight some significant work on BFs. In [5] - [8] the authors use the probabilistic Bloom filter content-based routing without any extra trials for minimizing the probability of false positive or the length of the filter in use. Various features were introduced to BFs. Fan et al extended the bit Bloom filter with a sequence of counters [9] providing a dynamic management for the filter by adding or deleting elements. Mitzenmacher took advantage from the large number of zeros in a Bloom filter and proposed a compressing scheme while maintaining the same false positive rate [10] .
Although different approaches attempted to minimize the probability of false positive, they all meet in paying the price from the memory consumption. For example, Cohen and Matias propose the spectral Bloom filter [11] introducing a method based on the recurring minimum for enhancing the counter BFs. Keys are inserted in the filter as long as a single −1) , respectively, and are checked only when the verification of an element in the previous BFs resulted in a contradiction due to a false positive error. While the two latter approaches can be used with devices having no constraints on memory size, they do not scale to low-power communicating devices such as TelosB motes [13] having only 10 KB of RAM. Thus, our approach is designed to tackle the tradeoff between the probability of error and the memory consumption.
III. CONTENT-BASED ROUTING AND BLOOM FILTERS
Content-based routing is a method for making forwarding decisions based on packet payload or a query for particular data without explicit use of node addresses. Once a new block of data has been stored, the storing node generates a key which identifies this block [14] . The key is then flooded to all nodes that are located less than a prescribed number of hops away. The nodes store the received key in their routing table consisting of a matrix of entries, with one column for each neighbor and with rows signifying the distance in number of hops to the node data is stored at. For a large number of data blocks, there might be several keys that correspond to blocks of data located the same number of hops away from a node. In order to keep the routing table compact, new keys are added bit-wise to the already stored keys. When retrieving the stored data, routing tables are used to forward the requests hop-by-hop to a storing node. A node that receives a request checks its routing table entries row at a time starting from the one corresponding to one-hop neighbors. The column of the routing table in which the key is found indicates then the neighbor node the query should be forwarded to. The key is conjectured to be in the entry with a certain probability of false positive.
One of the commonly used mechanisms to generate keys and store them are BFs [1] . Due to their flexibility in insertion and deletion of keys, we detail the use of counter BFs in content-based routing. For counter BFs checking if the key is contained in a routing table entry consists of bit-wise checking if the position of the 1s in the key match the positions of counters = 0 in an entry of the routing table. In case of a perfect match, the key is assumed to be stored in the entry. The keys in BFs are, however, generated from hash functions and are thus not necessarily orthogonal. This leads to possibility of spurious matches and causes queries to be forwarded to nodes that actually do not store the requested data with a certain probability of false positive [14] . Figure 1 depicts a BF content-based routing in a regular tree network. Each node in the network stores a block of data represented by its correspondent key. Node c maintains a four-column routing table, columns c-e, c-f, c-g and c-a consisting of 3 entries each. We take K 1 as an example of a key to search. In our illustrative example we represent with solid green arrows on the tree, the route of the query sent from node a searching K 1. The dashed arrows represent the correct road leading to node k storing K 1. We show the sequential checking of the rows in the local routing table of node a, where K 1 is matched in the third hop of column a-c. As a result, the query is directed towards node c where a false positive occurs leading into forwarding the query to node f .
IV. ORTHOGONAL CODES AND SUBPART ORTHOGONAL

CODES
In this section we proceed with the same spirit of the content-based routing. However, we introduce the use of orthogonal codes instead of Bloom filters in two different models: A centralized model and a distributed model.
A. Centralized model using OCs
Two codes are said to be orthogonal if two conditions are fulfilled: First, their respective normalized auto-correlation function is equal to unity 1 at a time-shifted zero. Second, their cross-correlation function is equal to zero for all timeshift values. Therefore, they have application in perfectly synchronized environments [4] .
In the centralized model, we propose to index each block of data with a code such that all the codes in use are orthogonal. Unlike the idea of counter BFs [9] , an entry of the routing table is a sequence of m counters. We focus on the usage of counter sequences instead of bits because they offer the possibility of removing a key from an entry of the routing table. A new key of length m bits is inserted in an entry by incrementing or decrementing 1 the correspondent counters of the entry. Testing the membership of a key in an entry follows the principle of code division multiple access [2] . The bits of the key are multiplied one-to-one with the correspondent counters of the entry. The values of the resulting m counters are then summed together. If the output of the sum is equal to m, the key is conjectured to exists in the entry with a probability of false positive equal to 0. The Use of OCs eliminates the occurrence of a false positive error as long as the number of original chunks of data is smaller than or equal to the key length. The drawback of this approach is however the code/data association which has to be unique. This mechanism requires a centralized procedure, for example some type of shared knowledge such as clock synchronization [4] , predefined look-up tables or logical division of nodes into clusters.
B. Distributed model using SOCs
In this section, we detail a new distributed method to associate keys automatically and almost uniquely by introducing a new concept of subpart orthogonal codes. Fig. 1 . Content-based routing on a regular tree topology using counter BFs: We show the effect of the probability of error in deviating the routing from the correct way towards the storing node. The 3-D dashed cells in the routing tables lead to the correct route towards locating K 1, while the green ones represent the mistaken entries that were chosen by the content-based routing.
Key a (a) Creating SOC. 1. We define a family of SOCs as a set of keys having the same value of p and n. Because of the way they are constructed, keys of the same family are not necessarily orthogonal. However, the individual partitions of a key are mutually orthogonal and are also orthogonal to the partitions of any other key in the same family. The construction of the SOCs is as follows. Assume an array of n orthogonal codes of length n bits, and then choose p independent hash functions, H 1 , H 2 2) Forming an entry: An entry of a routing table is formed from m counters initially all set to 0. In order to insert multiple data blocks to the entry, we compute the key of each block. We add all the keys bit-wise, Figure 2(b) showing an example of inserting three elements a, b and c into the same entry.
3) Verification: In order to verify whether element a belongs to the entry or equivalently its corresponding key Key a, we multiply each subpart of the key with the corresponding ones of the entry. This generates an output of p subparts, each with m counters. We finally sum up the counter values of the subparts which yields a set of p values
. . and V p = m then the key is declared to be in the entry. Since other keys in the entry may have the same subparts, some false positive errors occur. In Figure 3 , we illustrate the query of element a in the entry. The verification method results in V 1 = 8, V 2 = 8 and V 3 = 8. Since all of the three values are different from zero, we declare that element a is in the entry although there exists a certain probability that we are wrong.
4) False positive error:
This error, also called false drop, occurs when an element is falsely declared to belong to the entry. This error occurs if all the subparts p of the queried key are found in their correspondent positions in some other keys in the entry. This yields V 1 = m, V 2 = m,. . . and V p = m even if the searched key is not in the entry. Figure 4 depicts an example of a false positive error. Having a query for element d, the verification of Key d leads to the faulty conclusion that the element is a member of the entry.
V. PROBABILITY OF FALSE POSITIVE ERRORS FOR SOCS
We now calculate the probability of false positive errors in an entry I of the routing table. Denote by n the number of distinct blocks of data in the entry and by N dat the number of original data blocks. We consider SOCs with p partitions where each partition is an m bit orthogonal code. We denote by Ev fp the event that a false positive error occurs when verifying an element a in the entry. This event is the consequence of two other events. The first event denoted Ev nu , is the event that the subparts of the Key a are not unique but are similar to some of the correspondent subparts of other keys that have been assigned to other blocks of data. The second denoted Ev sp , is that of finding similar subparts of Key a in the correspondent subparts of keys that are in the entry. The probability to commit a false positive error can now be expressed as P(Ev fp ) = P(Ev nu ∩ Ev sp ). The event Ev sp is the combination of p other events. The first event Ev sp-1 , occurs when the first partition of Key a corresponds to the first partition of at least one other key in the entry. Events Ev sp-2 ,. . ., Ev sp-p are defined similarly.
This yields P(Ev fp ) = P(Ev nu ∩ Ev sp-1 , Ev sp-2 , . . . , Ev sp-p ).
Since keys in the entry can also have none unique subparts, this leads to a dependency of both events Ev nu and Ev sp-i , P(Ev fp ) = P(Ev nu )P(Ev nu | Ev sp-1 )P(Ev nu | Ev sp-2 ) . . . × P(Ev nu | Ev sp-p ). The probability that the key of an element in the entry has its i th partition similar to any other partition of the N dat keys of is P(Ev nu | Ev sp-i ) = n N dat . We denote by N ss the number of data blocks whose keys have at least one subpart shared between more than one key and by N us the number of data blocks whose keys have a unique subparts, this yield P(Ev nu ) =
. The probability that an orthogonal code from the initial set of m codes is chosen exactly once, is the probability that it is not chosen for N dat − 1 blocks of data and is selected only by one block of data. Due to the independence of both events, the probability that an orthogonal code is chosen exactly once is
Summing over all the m orthogonal codes, the expected number of orthogonal codes that are chosen exactly once is N us = m
Finally by substituting the value of N us into P(Ev nu ) we obtain P(Ev nu ) = 1− 1 − 1 m N dat −1 . Hereafter, by replacing the values of P(Ev nu ) and P(Ev nu | Ev sp-i ) in P(Ev fp ), the probability that a false positive occurs when verifying an element in an entry becomes
VI. SETUP OF SIMULATIONS
The aim of our simulations is to validate and compare the centralized model using OCs and the distributed model using SOCs with BFs. For a fair comparison, we consider both centralized and distributed approaches for BFs denoted CBFs and DBFs, respectively. In the centralized approach the simulation tries several numbers k of hash functions and chooses the optimal one that minimizes the probability of false positive in the network. The distributed approach is the traditional one for content-based routing using BFs. We calculate the highest number of keys inserted in a Bloom filter. This corresponds to the number of keys inserted in any entry of the last row in the routing table. The number of hash functions is computed from k = ln (2) m n , where authors in [1] denote by n the length of the filter in bits and by m the number of members inserted in the filter. While this method minimizes the probability of error for the BFs in the last rows of the routing table, it is not necessarily minimizing it for BFs in lower rows containing fewer keys [15] .
We validate our proposed models on a regular tree topology and a grid topology assuming the shortest path between the nodes. Complex topologies are subject of evaluation in our future work. We exclude the border effects which are not the major issue for this article. We consider a grid topology of 37 × 37 nodes, resulting into a network of 1369 nodes and take 1 4 of them as a neighborhood fixing by that h = 13 hops. Unlike the grid topology, we consider a tree of degree 4 and depth 5, resulting into a network of 1365 nodes and take a neighborhood of h = 4 covering 1 4 of the nodes in the network. Each node in the network stores maximum of one block of data. In order to increase the probability of localizing a data block, we treat the case of having several replicas from the original data blocks that are randomly distributed in the network. We consider 128 original blocks of data and vary the number of replicas reaching maximum the value of 10. Original blocks of data as well as their replicas are stored in randomly selected nodes. We study the behavior of the probability of data localization as a function of the key length using various lengths of BFs from 128 up to 896 bits. Conceptually, for SOCs, we fix the length of a subpart to 128 bits and vary the number of partitions from 1 to 7 resulting in the same key lengths. 
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present the simulation results of the probability of false positive for SOCs as a function of the key length. We show as well the enhancement in the probability of data localization for the centralized and distributed models using OCs in comparison with the respective ones using BFs.
A. Probability of error for SOCs
In Figure 5 we show the probability of false positive error as a function of the key length. For keys longer than 128 bits the probability of false positive for DBFs is significantly higher than the SOCs one. Due to their orthogonal partitions, SOCs are indeed subject to much less positive errors than BFs. The length 128 bits is a special case for SOCs due to the fact that they have a single partition. This results into several data blocks having similar keys which drastically increase the probability of error. For both BFs and SOCs, a solution for minimizing the probability of false positive consists of enlarging the size of the keys. For SOCs, this results into a higher number of partitions p which exponentially reduces the false positive error given by (1) . For DBFs, this results into increasing the number of hash functions k which also reduces the probability of false positive. However, our analysis shows that beyond one partition SOCs are more efficient than DBFs. For instance, in order to fulfill a requirement of probability of false positive of 0.05, Figure 5 shows that in the case of 10 replicas, SOCs need a key length of 256 bits while DBFs reaches this value for a key length of 384 bits.
B. Centralized approaches
Applying the centralized approach to the tree network results in Figure 6 . We highlight the case of 10 replicas for a key length of 128 bits and note that the probability of data localization for OCs is 17.7% higher than the one for CBFs. After doubling the key length, the gap between OCs and CBFs decreases to 4.16%. For a key length of 384 bits, the gap between CBFs and OCs is reduced to 0.07%. Since the size of each entry matches the size of the keys, this solution also linearly increases the memory usage of each node. In a grid topology, nodes are connected through multiple paths increasing the probability of data localization. This phenomenon can be seen from Figure 7 showing a 0.8 probability of data localization for OCs in a grid topology when distributing 5 replicas for each block of data. On the other hand, using the same number of replicas for a tree topology the probability of data localization using OCs reaches a value of only 0.77 as depicted in Figure 6 . Moreover, multiple paths affect as well the slope of the probability of data localization for CBFs. For the grid topology i.e., for 10 replicas, the CBFs curve manages to follow the OCs one after a key length of 640 bits while it follows it quickly after a key length of 384 bits for the tree. 
C. Distributed approaches
Applying the distributed approach to the tree network results in Figure 8 which verifies our expectations that the probability of data localization for SOCs is significantly better than the one for DBFs. As an example, in the case of 10 replicas, for a key length of 128 bits, the probability of data localization for DBFs and SOCs are equal. This is a particular case for SOCs where the keys comprise only one partition p = 1. Therefore, they experience a high number of false positive errors limiting the probability of data localization. After doubling the key length (256 bits), the number of SOC partitions increases to 2 enhancing the probability of data localization with a factor of 15.23% in comparison with DBFs. For p ≥ 2 the gap starts decreasing reaching 0.5% of difference for a key length of 640 bits. The results for the grid topology in Figure 9 show similar behavior. As an example, in the case of 10 replicas and for a key length of 384 bits, the probability of data localization for SOCs is 5% larger than the one for DBFs. The gap starts decreasing reaching 1.5% of difference for a key length of 786. In this approach as well the grid topology has a higher probability of data localization due to the multiplicity of paths. i.e., having 10 replicas and a key length of 896 bits, the probability of data localization reaches 0.97 for the grid while it is 0.94 for the tree.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced two models for content-based routing making use of orthogonal codes. The first model is centralized and associates a unique orthogonal code for each block of data eliminating with that the occurrence of a false positive error. The second model is distributed and generates a new type of keys constituted of subpart orthogonal codes. These subpart orthogonal codes are not explicitly and uniquely orthogonal among them but are approximately orthogonal. We provide an analytical calculation for the probability of false positive generated for the latter model. Simulations have validated the accuracy of our work, and confirm that the probability of false positive error for our distributed model is lower than the one generated from BFs. We show the validity of these conclusions on a grid and on a tree topology considering as well various replicas from each block of data. Our results show a higher probability of localizing a block data in the networks as well as the use of shorter key lengths minimizing by that the demand on memory space.
